ML Deltas from April Roll-out

- +$7.3M ($989.7M-$982.4M)
  - +.7%
- added MBBPM in diagnostics ↑ ~$1M
- New Magnet Costs ↓ ↑
  - same number, spread over CD, R&D, etc.
- New Girders/Mover Costs ↑ ~3.5$M
  - corrected counts
- Installation ↑ because of % place holder ~$1.2M
- DLDS ↑ fixed errors in LCs ~$1.5M
Still Under Review

- Vacuum Roughing System
  - Technical requirements
- Klystron 2-pack
  - Facilities to industry
- Accelerator sections on a Girder
  - labor intensive
- DLDS
  - ME217 pipe costs, Cost Model wrt Installation
- Installation
- Magnets